
wonderful world Welcome to the 
of Dr.Zipe.
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LET´S GEAR UP FOR 2018/2019 

   



 Zipeism is our religion. 

All of us that have a passion in life have one thing in common: 
we love what we do. Whether it’s snowy mountains, to throw 
yourself off a cliff in a wingsuite, skate some hand rails or just 

hang out on the beach.

That passion gives us a drive to constantly look for new 
challenges and excitements of everyday life. A desire to 

evolve and find new places in the world that can give us what 
we seek. It can be in the park, on the mountain, on the beach 

or at the nightclub. We call it Zipeism 
and this is our religion. 

Welcome to the wonderful world of Dr.Zipe!
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 Zipeism is our religion. 



Savage.
crazy good looking. Savagely big and 

Level VII. 99760-11
Frame - Matt black   Strap - Black & white 
Lens - Orange with silver mirror

Level VII. 99770-13
Frame - Matt black   Strap - Black & white 
Lens - Brown with blue multi

Level VII. 99770-43
Frame - Yellow   Strap - Yellow & purple 
Lens - Brown with purple multi

- Flexible sideclips
- Microfiber pouch

- Adjustable 40mm strap with silicone
- Complies with CE directive 89/686/EEC 

   and European Standard EN 174:2001

Savage - Technical features  

Loaded with awesome features. 

- 100% UVA and UVB Protection
- Sealed cylindrical double lens with ventilation

- Outer lens in unbreakable Polycarbonate
- Acetate inner lens with anti-fog treatment

- Ventilated frame in soft and flexible PU material
- Three layer foam



Sealed double lens with mirror or multicoating 
for better function and cool design

Ventilated frame with three layer foam against our face 

40mm adjustable strap with silicone for a more 
comfortable and secure fit on your head 

Outer lens in 
unbreakable 

Polycarbonate 
with 100% 

UV-protection

Flexible side clips for optimal 
fit with helmets 

Italien inner lens in Acetate with one of 
the best anti fog on the market



Ventilated frame for better air circulation and less fog

Halo.
Size, style and comfort.

Awesome in so many ways.

Black/Blue - 97250-11  

Black/Blue - 97250-11  

Black/Blue - 97250-11  

Level IV. 95480-03
Frame - Matt white   Strap - White & black 
Lens - Brown with blue multi

Level IV. 95480-11
Frame - Matt black   Strap - Black & white 
Lens - Orange with silver mirror

Level IV. 95480-41
Frame - Matt purple   Strap - Purple & pink 
Lens - Orange with silver mirror

- 100% UVA- and UVB protection
- Sealed spherical double lens with ventilation

- Outer lens in unbreakable Polycarbonate
- Acetate inner lens with anti-fog treatment
- Ventilated frame in soft and flexible PU material
- Three layer foam

- Microfiber pouch
- Adjustable 45mm strap with silicone
- Complies with CE directive 89/686/EEC and 

  European Standard EN 174:2001

Halo - Technical features  

All in one unique combination.
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Ventilated frame for better air circulation and less fog

Flexible side clips for optimal fi t with helmets 

Unbreakable Polycarbonate lens with anti fog treated inner lens in Acetate 
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le strap with silicone for a more secure fi t on your head 
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 Straight from    the core. 



Dr.Zipe consistently maintains a high level of 
quality and finish. The products are planned in 
the smallest detail. Quality is a crucial part of 
the brand concept, and permeates everything 
manufactured and sold under the Dr.Zipe 
brand. The Dr.Zipe range consists of carefully 
developed and quality-assured products, all of 
which meet the appropriate requirements and 
standards.

Scandinavian design at its best! In all respects, 
Dr.Zipe has a very high design factor and this 
permeates the brand, down to the minutest 
detail. Design differs strongly from other 
brands by adding an unprecedented level 
of attitude and value. Goggle frames deco-
rated with studs and bling. Printed straps. 
Interchangeable lenses in different colors and 
patterns. The list of design elements goes on 
and on. Attitude screams from every detail 
and accessory. 

 Straight from    the core. 

Design 

Quality 

Dr.Zipe’s attractive pricing, combined with the 
product quality and flexibility offered by lenses 
and other accessories, provides consumers 
with unbeatable value. Dr.Zipe goggles have 
many valuable features, including variable 
ventilation, adjustable sideclips, replaceable 
lenses etc. These properties, along with a 
broad range of accessories such as extra len-
ses, head bolts and straps, ensure unrivalled 
value for consumers.

Design 

   



- 100% UVA- & UVB protection
- Sealed spherical double lens with ventilation
- Outer lens in unbreakable Polycarbonate
- Acetate inner lens with anti-fog treatment
- Ventilated frame in soft and flexible PU material
- Zipe Transplantation Lens Changing System™

- Three layer foam
- Flexible sideclips
- Adjustable 50mm strap with silicone
- Microfiber pouch
- Complies with CE directive 89/686/EEC and 
  European Standard EN 174:2001

Headmaster - Technical features  

Easy lens change with Transplantation 
Lens Changing System™

50mm adjustable strap with 
silicone for a more secure fit 
around your head  

Spherical ventilated double lens in Polycarbonate 
with anti fog treated inner lens in Acetate

Three layer 
soft foam
and anti-fog 
treated inner 
lens

Flexible 
side clips 

for optimal 
fit with 

helmets 



The wide vision & attitude Big, bold and aggressive. 
you always dreamed of.

LEVEL VII. 96750-04V2
Frame - White   Strap - White/red/yellow 
Lens - Orange with red multi

LEVEL VII. 96750-11V2
Frame - Matt black   Strap - Black & white 
Lens - Orange with silver mirror

LEVEL VII. 96750-03V2
Frame - White   Strap - White & black 
Lens - Brown with blue multi

LEVEL VII. 96750-44V2
Frame - Matt black   Strap - Black & white 
Lens - Orange with red multi



- 100% UVA- and UVB protection
- Sealed cylindrical double lens with ventilation
- Outer lens in unbreakable Polycarbonate
- Acetate inner lens with anti-fog treatment
- Ventilated frame in soft and flexible PU material
- Three layer foam

- Flexible sideclips
- Microfiber pouch
- Adjustable 50mm strap with silicone
- Complies with CE directive 89/686/EEC 
  and European Standard EN 174:2001

Mistress - Technical features  

Cylindrical ventilated double 
lens in Polycarbonate

Mistress. 



Mistress. 
Classic yet seductive. 

LEVEL II. 91250-10
Frame - Shiny black   Strap - Black & white 
Lens - Clear

LEVEL II. 91250-11
Frame - Shiny black   Strap - Black & white 
Lens - Orange with silver mirror

LEVEL II. 91250-18
Frame - Shiny black   Strap - Black & white 
Lens - Orange contrast

of winter action.

50mm adjustable 
strap with silicone 
for a more secure fit 

around your head  

Flexible side clips 
for optimal fit with 

helmets 

Outer lens in 
unbreakable 

Polycarbonate 
with 100% 

UV-protection

Soft foam and anti-fog treated 
inner lens in Acetate

Loaded with funtionalityand comfort for all types



your best buds. Get to know 

Zipe Lens Technology. 

Yellow. 

Blue. Clear. 

For flat light conditions and over-
cast days. Increases contrasts 
and brightens up the landscape. 
Filt Cat 0.

For flat light conditions and 
overcast days. Increases con-
trasts and brightens up the 
landscape. Filt Cat 1.

For dark conditions such as 
sunset, night or cloudy. 
Filt.Cat 0.

Orange. For bright days and varied 
conditions.  Increases con-
trasts. Allround lens. 
Filt.Cat 2.



your best buds. Get to know 

Smoke. For very bright conditions. 
High contrast lens with 
mirror for extra protection. 
Filt Cat 3. 

Orange. Bright days and varied 
conditions. Increases 
contrasts. Allround lens.
Filt Cat 3. 

Pink. For flat light conditions and 
overcast days. Increases 
contrasts and brightens up 
the landscape. Filt.Cat 1.

With red multi With silver mirror 

Brown. For bright days and var-
ied conditions. Increases 
contrasts. Allround lens.
Filt Cat 3. With blue multi 

All Dr.Zipe goggles are equipped with 
an advanced lens technology to deliv-
er precision lens sets of the highest 
optical standards. The materials and 
manufacturing techniques selected 
provide maximum safety and clarity, 
even in the toughest conditions.

 

All lenses are sealed double lenses 
where the outer lens is made with the

virtually unbreakable Polycarbonate 
that complies with European Stand-
ard EN 174:2001 for high-mass and 
high velocity impact. The inner lens is

made of Acetate and has one of the 
best anti-fog systems on the market.

All lenses deliver the highest quality 
solution for any weather, every light, 
all terrains and every speed so you can 
ride safely and get maximum perfor-
mance. 



Flexible side clips for optimal fi t with helmets 

Unbreakable Polycarbonate lens with anti-fog treated inner lens

40mm adjustable strap with silicone for a secure fi t on your head 

Soft fo
am for maximal comfort

- 100% UVA and UVB Protection
- Sealed cylindrical double lens
- Outer lens in unbreakable Polycarbonate
- Acetate inner lens with anti-fog treatment
- Ventilated frame in soft and flexible PU material
- Soft foam for comfort

- Flexible sideclips
- Microfiber pouch
- Adjustable 40mm strap with silicone
- Complies with CE directive 89/686/EEC and 
  European Standard EN 174:2001

WeeMan - Technical features  

WeeMan. 
For small faces, smallpeople and big egos.



Unbreakable Polycarbonate lens with anti-fog treated inner lens

40mm adjustable strap with silicone for a secure fi t on your head 

WeeMan. 
For small faces, small

LEVEL II. 90250-11
Frame - Shiny black  Strap - Black & white 
Lens - Orange with silver mirror

LEVEL I. 90150-08
Frame - Shiny white  Strap - White & black 
Lens - Orange contrast

people and big egos.



- Inmould construction
- All year round use
- Adjustable fit system
- Soft earpads
- Adjustable strap

- Ventilation through 8 air vents
- Low weight, 380-400 grams
- Pouch included
- Complies with EN 1077:2007 CLASS B

Armor - Technical features  

ARMOR BLACK. LEVEL IV. 
Shell - Matt black   Strap - Black 

ITEM 17-10SM Size 54-58 cm
ITEM 17-10ML Size 58-62 cm

ARMOR COMIC. LEVEL VI. 
Shell - Grafitti   Strap - Black 

ITEM 17-84SM Size 54-58 cm
ITEM 17-84ML Size 58-62 cm

Soft and rem
ovable earpads for com

fort and all year round use

Front ventilation holes for 

optim
al air circulation 
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Ventilation holes in the back

Dr.Zipe Institute 
proudly presents

DRZIPE.CO M

Approved by the good doctor. Armor.
The greatest headjob



Ventilation holes in the back

Armor.
The greatest headjobever made.
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MACHINE. LEVEL V.
Shell - Matt black   Strap - Black 

93801-10-5256. Size S 52-56cm
93801-10-5658. Size M 56-58cm

Machine.
Be it on your head.

Front ventilation holes 
for air intake

Soft and removable 
earpads for comfort 

and all year round use

Exceptional fit 
and comfort with 

the adjustable 
fit system 

Strap lock for a 
more safe and 

comfortable 
goggle position 

on your head 

Top ventilation 
holes for 
optimal air 
circulation 



- Inmould construction
- All year round use
- Adjustable fit system
- Soft earpads
- Adjustable strap

- Ventilation through 8 air vents
- Low weight, 380-400 grams
- Pouch included
- Complies with EN 1077:2007 CLASS B

Machine - Technical features  Machine.
Be it on your head.

Dr.Zipe Institute 
proudly presents

DRZIPE.CO M

Approved by the good doctor.

Front ventilation holes 
for air intake



We know why we ride. 
on doing it.
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and we will keep 



We know why we ride. 
Whether it´s improving the connection 
between helmets and goggles or de-
veloping more sustainable methods to 
keep riders safe, we know what it takes 
to get it done. 

Since day one, we´ve charged ahead 
to innovate and give as much back to 
actionsports as we gotten out of it. We 
answer to no one but the riders, and

support everything we do with the qua-
lity and service that shops and riders 
have grown to expect. The new season 
is here and so is the next technical 
evolution, it´s time to gear up and feel 
the difference.

We know why we ride, and we will keep 
on doing it! 

Zipe
For World

Domination

and we will keep 



Ollie.
Ollie has the classic surf look with timeless design and shape 
which always feels right. A model you want to live with and 
can not live without.

97801-13. Matt black frame & smoke with blue multi lens.

Ollie



Ollie
97801-06. Matt white frame & smoke with red multi lens.



Wave.
A classic surf frame with timeless design and sporty lines. 
Absolutely the right model if you want to stay safe and 
enjoy those long sunny days on 
the beach.

97802-10. Matt black frame & green lens.



97802-10. Matt black frame & green lens. 97802-83. Matt grey frame & blue mutli lens.



97803-14. Shiny black frame & smoke with pink multi lens. 

Otis.
Sophisticated and trendy retro model in two nice variations 
for the style conscious human beings who appreciate the 
sleek street look.



97803-20. Brown frame & smoke lens.



97804-10. Shiny black frame &green lens.

Twist.
Stylish pilot in a plastic and metal combination with a twist
of nice retro. Perfect like all the time.



Nerd.

97805-14. Black frame & smoke with pink multi lens. 

Lovely extravagant design with elements 
of vintage. Nerd suits people with 

strong personalitites who want 
something extraordinary.          



Kimo.
Super cool sunglasses in urban trendy style for anyone 
who wants to make a long lasting impression. 

97806-14. Matt black frame & smoke with red mutli lens.



Bunga.
Large, trendy, comfortable... yeah, pretty much awesome.

Bunga combines the best of worlds, whether it́ s 
sport or fashion you are aiming for.

97807-13. Matt black frame & smoke with blue multi lens.



97808-10. Gun metal frame & green lens.

Harvey.
Smooth metal pilot with the perfect look for different 
occasions and styles. A timeless classic you must have 
in your eyewear collection.



97808-53. Silver metal frame & blue mutli lens.



Pulp.
Oldschool retro with a luxurious touch. Pulp´s exotic design  
will for sure give you that special look and confidence.

97809-70. Demi green frame & smoke lens.



Case.
Soft case and cleaning 

cloth are included with all 
sunglasses in the Zipe Urban 
Retro collection. Pretty nice!



Machete.
9706-12. Black with gray print & gradient smoke lens.

Quentin.
9709-80. Gun black with gradient smoke lens.

Quentin.
9709-90. Black/gold with gradient smoke lens.

Mr Steel.
9715-10. Matt black with gradient brown lens.

The Traveller.
9725-10. Matt black with gradient smoke lens.

Case.
Cool canvas case with zipper 
included with all sunglasses in 
the Dr.Zipe Street Fashion collection. 



Zipeblaster.
9721-20. Demi brown with gradient brown lens.

Bomb.
9722-10. Black with solid smoke lens.

Sabotage.
9723-20. Demi brown with gradient brown lens.

Bomb.
9722-20. Copper with smoke mirror lens.

Lazyeye.
9725-10. Matt black with gradient smoke lens.

Lazyeye.
9725-20. Demi brown with gradient brown lens.



Savage.
Level VII. 99760-11
Frame - Matt black   
Strap - Black & white
Lens - Orange with silver mirror

Level VII. 99770-13
Frame - Matt black   
Strap - Black & white
Lens - Brown with blue multi

Level VII. 99770-43
Frame - Yellow   
Strap - Yellow & purple
Lens - Brown with purple multi

Headmaster.
Level VII. 96750-03
Frame - Matt white   
Strap - White & black
Lens - Brown with blue multi

Level VII. 96750-04
Frame - Matt white   
Strap - White/Red/Yellow
Lens - Orange with red multi

Level VII. 96750-11
Frame - Matt black   
Strap - Black & white
Lens - Orange with silver mirror

Level VII. 96760-44
Frame - Matt black   
Strap - White & black
Lens - Orange with red multi



LEVEL II - ITEM 91250-10
Frame - Shiny black   Strap - Black and white
Lens - Clear

Halo.
Level IV. 95480-03
Frame - Matt white   
Strap - White & black
Lens - Brown with blue multi

Level IV. 95480-11
Frame - Matt black   
Strap - Black & white
Lens - Orange with silver mirror

Level IV. 95480-41
Frame - Matt purple   
Strap - Purple & pink
Lens - Orange with silver mirror

Mistress.

Level II. 91250-18
Frame - Shiny black   
Strap - Black & white
Lens - Orange contrast

Level II. 91250-10
Frame - Shiny black   
Strap - Black & white
Lens - Clear

Level II. 91250-11
Frame - Shiny black   
Strap - Black & white
Lens - Orange with silver mirror



Wee Man.
Level I - Item 90150-08
Frame - Matt white   
Strap - White & black
Lens - Orange contrast

Level II - Item 90250-11
Frame - Shiny black   
Strap - Black & white
Lens - Orange with silver mirror

Armor.
Armor Black. Level IV.
17-10SM. Size 54-58cm
17-10ML. Size 58-62cm
Shell - Matt Black   Strap - Black

Armor Comic. Level VI. 
17-84SM. Size 54-58cm
17-84ML. Size 58-62cm
Shell - Grafitti   Strap - Black

Machine. Level V. 
93801-10-5256. Size S 52-56cm
93801-10-5658. Size M 56-58cm
Shell - Grafitti   Strap - Black

Machine.



Savage. 90L-0
Color - Clear
Filt.Cat - 0

Savage. 90L-3
Color - Blue contrast
Filt.Cat - 1

Savage. 90L-4
Color - Pink contrast
Filt.Cat - 1

Mistress. 98L-0
Color - Clear
Filt.Cat - 0

Mistress. 98L-3
Color - Pink contrast
Filt.Cat - 1

Mistress. 98L-4
Color - Orange with red multi
Filt.Cat - 3

Mistress. 98L-6
Color - Yellow contrast
Filt.Cat - 0

Mistress. 98L-8
Color - Orange contrast
Filt.Cat - 2

Spare lenses.

Headmaster. 95L-0V2
Color - Clear
Filt.Cat - 0

Headmaster. 95L-8V2
Color - Orange contrast
Filt.Cat - 2

Headmaster. 95L-9V2
Color - Smoke with gold multi
Filt.Cat - 3



Sunwear. Urban Retro Collection.
Ollie. 97801-06
Frame - Matt white   
Lens - Smoke with red multi

Ollie. 97801-13
Frame - Matt black   
Lens - Smoke with blue multi mirror

Wave. 97802-10
Frame - Matt black   
Lens - green

Wave. 97802-83
Frame - Matt transparent grey   
Lens - Smoke with blue multi

Otis. 97803-14
Frame - Shiny black   
Lens - Smoke with pink multi

Otis. 97803-20
Frame - Transparent brown   
Lens - Smoke

Twist. 97804-10
Frame - Shiny black   
Lens - Green

Nerd. 97805-14
Frame - Shiny black   
Lens - Smoke with pink multi

Bunga. 97807-13
Frame - Matt black   
Lens - Smoke with blue multi

Harvey. 97808-10
Frame - Matt black metal   
Lens - Green

Harvey. 97808-53
Frame - Silver metal   
Lens - Smoke with blue multi

Pulp. 97809-70
Frame - Demi green   
Lens - Smoke

Kimo. 97806-14
Frame - Matt black   
Lens - Smoke with red multi



Frame - Matt white   
Lens - Smoke with red multi

Frame - Matt black   
Lens - Smoke with blue multi mirror

Frame - Matt black   
Lens - green

Frame - Matt transparent grey   
Lens - Smoke with blue multi

Frame - Shiny black   
Lens - Smoke with pink multi

Frame - Transparent brown   
Lens - Smoke

Frame - Shiny black   
Lens - Green

Frame - Shiny black   
Lens - Smoke with pink multi

Frame - Matt black   
Lens - Smoke with blue multi

Frame - Matt black metal   
Lens - Green

Frame - Silver metal   
Lens - Smoke with blue multi

Frame - Demi green   
Lens - Smoke

Frame - Matt black   
Lens - Smoke with red multi

Sunwear. Street Fashion Collection.
Machete. 9706-12
Frame - Black with gray print   
Lens - Smoke

Quentin. 9709-80
Frame - Black/gun   
Lens - Smoke 

Quentin. 9709-90
Frame - Black/gold   
Lens - Smoke

Mr Steel. 9715-10
Frame - Matt black   
Lens - Brown

The Traveller. 9717-10
Frame - Black with gold   
Lens - Smoke

Zipeblaster. 9721-20
Frame - Demi brown  
Lens - Brown

Bomb. 9722-10
Frame - Black   
Lens - Smoke

Bomb. 9722-20
Frame - Copper   
Lens - Brown mirror

Sabotage. 9723-20
Frame - Demi brown transparent   
Lens - Brown

Lazyeye. 9725-10
Frame - Matt black   
Lens - Smoke mirror

Lazyeye. 9725-20
Frame - Demi brown   
Lens - Brown with mirror



@drzipe facebook.com/drzipe 

It knows the way. Follow your soul. 
But first, follow us on social media.



DENMARK (SUBSIDARY)
Future Danmark
Rugvaenget 52, 1 sal
2630 Tåstrup
Denmark
Phone: +45 702 577 20
E-mail: info@futuredanmark.dk
www.futuredanmark.dk

FINLAND (SUBSIDARY) 
Future Eyewear Finland OY
Vanha Talvitie 13A
00580 Helsinki
Finland
Phone: +358 9 710 620
E-mail: info@futurefinland.fi 
www.futurefinland.fi 

NORWAY (SUBSIDARY)
Future Norway AS
Vakåsveien 7
1395 Hvalstad
Norway
Phone: +47 414 661 28
E-mail: post@futurenorway.no
www.futurenorway.no

SWEDEN (HEADQUARTER)
Future Eyewear Group Sweden AB - Motorgatan 1 - 442 40 Kungälv - Sweden
Phone: +46 303 24 33 30 - E-mail: customerservice@future.se - www.future.se

close and your Keep your friends 
allies closer.

CZECH REPUBLIC / SLOVAK REPUBLIC
Gaudo – Detail S.R.O
Sinkulova 74/7
147 00 Praha 4
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 224 214 198
Fax: +420 224 214 198 
E-mail: info@gaudo.cz 

LITHUANIA/LATVIA / BELARUS
UAB Virnesta
K.ladygos g. 5
Vilnius 08235
Lithuania
Phone: +370 61125736
E-mail: proeyewear.lt@gmail.com
www.proeyewear.lt 

ESTONIA 
Superior OÜ
Tartu Mnt. 50a-69
EE 101644187
10115 Tallinn
Estonia
Phone: +372 6011264
E-mail: priit@sohvik.ee

IRAN
Armin Sun Varzesh
Apt.21, No. 4, 27th St., Alvand Ave.
151493574 Tehran-Iran
Iran
Phone: +98 912 120 7750
E-mail: info@arminsun.com

GERMANY /AUSTRIA 
Charles K Distribution
Nelkenstrasse 15
853 86 Eching
Germany
Phone: +49 89 370 014 22
Fax: +49 89 370 014 27
E-mail: info@charlesk.de 
www.charlesk.de 

ITALY
MT Sport & Trading SRL
Stava 47/b
39025 Naturno (BZ)
Italy
Phone: +39 0473 666256
Fax: +39 0473 666256
E-mail: info@mtsport.it 
www.mtsport.it 

RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Sportcentre Freestyle
Parkovaja-9, 37/51 bld 1
105264 Moscow
Russia
Phone: +7 (495) 780 3101
E-mail: info@snowmag.ru

SWITZERLAND
Go4Trend GMBH
Tellenstein 16
CH-6390 Engelberg
Schweiz
Phone: +41 (41) 637 38 38
E-mail: welcome@go4trend.ch

SUISSE ROMANDE
Griactif Sàrl 
Phone: + 41 (76) 371 53 26
E-mail: patick@griactif.ch



ZIPE FOR 
WORLD
DOMINATION


